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Polaris 

Ephesians 4: 1-6, 14-16 

By John Roy 

Pelham Road Church 

 

I am prone to read selectively from Ephesians 4. Reading, and often preaching, the first six 

verses. Then if possible, whispering at best some other verses like 14-16. 

While I find Ephesians clear and concise, I struggle with the way the author connects the dots. 

Often, I wonder if a page has been lost thru the ages only to discover it is just me who is lost. 

For instance, the flow at the beginning is like well written musical; once you hear it you cannot 

stop humming it. 

One body 

One Spirit 

One hope 

One Lord 

One faith 

One baptism 

One God 
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We hear in this list the reason for the letter---there is supposed to be ONE but apparently on 

one or more of these issues there are TWO. 

When a preacher calls for unity, you guessed it, there is no unity. I’m sure the author would 

love this list of ones, to include one more as in one opinion. But since there are two opinions, 

they have a situation. 

“I beg you” sounds like a preacher on her or his last Sunday. “Lead a life worthy of the calling to 

which you have been called.”  Today’s preacher would put it this way, “You don’t like giving 

mission money to that cause or you think more should be preached about the second coming. 

Can’t we at least hold the unity together for Jesus sake. Bearing with one another in love, 

making every effort to maintain the unity of the spirit in the bond of peace.” Always appeal to 

unity with Jesus when you discover differences among the people is the first rule of conflict 

management in congregations. 

The problem with unity, is EVERYBODY has got to desire unity and peace. If only one side wants 

peace and the other will not budge----then peace looks like surrender. An unlikely scenario. The 

clearest thing about the book of Ephesians and the church it is written to, is that opposing 

opinions have created conflict. 

But if you keep reading it gets even more dicey. Yes, the preacher is calling for peace, but the 

price cannot be truth. “We must no longer be children tossed to and fro by every wind of 

doctrine . . . but speaking the truth in love, we must grow up.” If keeping the peace means you 

have to sacrifice truth, then that’s too high a price. 

The trouble with truth, everybody confuses their opinion with the truth. When you hear the 

next sentence it’s over. “I cannot sacrifice the truth just to get along with you.” 

Someone might say, “When we are watering down scripture just to maintain the unity of the 

spirit, we are turning wine into water.” 

So, here’s where I have to ask----and to keep the unity of the spirit I will ask myself, not you. 

How can I tell the difference between the truth and my opinion? It’s uncanny how the truth is 

so often my opinion, and your opinion. 
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Everyone who has an opinion sincerely believes they are speaking the truth. So how do you 

know which conflicting perspective is true? Ask any church goer and they’ll tell you, “I let the 

Bible decide for me what the truth is.” Really! You go by the Bible? 

That sounds like a fine answer, but let’s look closer. 

  Scripture puts it this way, “Give to the one who asks you, and do not turn away from the one 

who wants to borrow from you” (Matthew 5:42). 

So, are you and I giving to everyone who ask, are we extending loans without collateral? 

Maybe we will do better with this one, “I also want the women to dress modestly, with 

decency, adorning themselves, not with elaborate hairstyles or gold or pearls or expensive 

clothes” (1 Timothy 2:9). 

Men, we can continue to wear rings, pearls if you like, and go to salons, but ladies, if the Bible is 

going to determine truth, I’m afraid no more earrings. So, when we stop adorning ourselves 

then we can say, “we are followers of the book.” Once we actually live by the words of scripture 

then we can say we go by the book, as our standard of truth.  

You know how ridiculous that sounds. If we are honest it is not scripture itself we actually 

follow, it’s our interpretation. Which is just another way of saying our opinion. So we have 

never followed scripture, I see earrings and we still have money in the bank, we follow OUR 

beliefs. 

Speaking the truth in love was easier for the Ephesians. They had no scripture to interpret. They 

had fewer leaders to follow. Two thousand years removed from this and mostly what we do is 

“speak our beliefs” and so the real challenge is to do that in LOVE. 

So . . . If the only thing we can distill from scripture is our opinion, and this leads to strong 

opinions, and strong opinions lead to division, then how do we maintain the bond of unity and 

still honor our faith? If the Bible quickly becomes only our opinion about the Bible is there a 

north star which can guide us to live faithful and unified? 
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Most other Christians saw this dilemma and decided long ago the entire Bible would not do.  

After all the Bible that says:  

“For if we willfully persist in sin after having received the knowledge of the truth, there no 

longer remains a sacrifice for sins, but a fearful prospect of judgement, and a fury of fire that 

will consume the adversaries. Anyone who has violated the law of Moses dies without mercy ‘on 

the testimony of two or three witnesses.’ How much worse punishment do you think will be 

deserved by those who have spurned the Son of God, profaned the blood of the covenant by 

which they were sanctified, and outraged the Spirit of grace?  (Hebrews 10:26-31). 

The Bible ALSO says: 

For by grace you have been saved through faith, and this is not your own doing; it is the gift of 

God— not the result of works, so that no one may boast. 

So, which is it? Salvation can be lost as the book of Hebrews describes or salvation is in God’s 

secure hands not our mortal ones? Seeing this dilemma Catholics, Lutherans, Presbyterians, 

and Episcopalians all decided to design creeds that reflected select scripture which supported 

their core beliefs. They could be ONE around the creed. 

But we are not Catholic. So, if we are not creedal people, and if the scripture inspires but 

cannot unify us what is a north star we can be guided by? 

This North star must be a theological star. It cannot be the words of celebrity preacher or even 

a saint of yesteryear.  It most certainly cannot be simply our opinion either. “Stop being turned 

about to and fro by every wind of doctrine.” Our mind is to be formed and renewed by the 

spirit, not the spirit of the day, but the spirit of Christ. 

There was an occasion when a person approached Jesus. This seeker struggled with this very 

question. He did not desire to be guided by the spirit of the day; he wanted a north star. Jesus 

had at his disposal all the prophets, the law, and the wisdom literature. The Hebrew Bible was 

as wild and untamed as the New Testament would become. This person asked Jesus to tell him 

what HIS “north star” was. How do you make sense of all the scripture? There are 10 
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highlighted commandments, plus plenty of others. Jesus where do you start? What is the most 

important law? What standard do you use to guide you in understanding the way of God? 

Jesus replied, “Love the Lord your God with all that is within you and love others as much as 

you love your own self.” 

Since we can’t live by---"sell all you have and give it to the poor” or “Anyone who divorces his 

wife and marries another woman commits adultery against her (Mark 10:11). And since we 

can’t agree if Noah took seven of each animal on the ark or two, then maybe it would be wiser 

to follow the north star Jesus gave us, “Love. Love God with all that you have. Then love others 

as much as you love yourself.” According to Jesus this is the truth that rises above all others.  

When we are torn about how to react or feel about a subject, when we face ethical dilemmas, 

or struggle with difficult questions follow the north star of DO love. 

In the face of sincerely held opinions and good people who see things differently, what is 

necessary is people of faith who will do the loving thing. 

To revisit Ephesians for a moment –there is one God and one hope but it never mentions “one 

truth.”  

Your sincerely held belief---is not the north star 

Your opinion----is not the north star 

Your carefully crafted and thoughtful essay on Christology ----is not the north star 

Your understanding of human sexuality----is not the north star 

What your mama told you ----is not the north star. 

For those of us invited by grace to follow the living God   

Loving God and loving the other, all the others, is the north star. 


